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1: Download Office Training Center Bill of Materials from Official Microsoft Download Center
Modern workplace training. Office and Windows 10 bring cool, new tools to work smarter and more securely on any
device. See how to work with 3D models, find things fast with Timeline, share docs, and even ask Cortana for help.

Headings, bullet lists and TOCs provide structural context to users and enable navigation and easier searching
within the document. Use built-in headings and styles, use ordered or unordered bulleted list styles, and use a
TOC for longer documents. Warnings If the content in most but not necessarily all cases is difficult for people
with disabilities to understand, the Accessibility Checker gives a warning. Accessibility Rule How the rule is
broken Why fix this issue? Hyperlink text is meaningful. Link text does not make sense as standalone
information, and does not provide accurate information about the destination target. Based on the text, users
decide whether to click a hyperlink. The text should provide clear information about the link destination. Add
meaningful hyperlink text and ScreenTips. Table has a simple structure. Tables are not simple rectangles and
contain split cells, merged cells, or nesting. Users navigate tables via keyboard shortcuts and assistive
technology, which rely on simple table structures. Break complex tables into multiple smaller tables. There are
some entirely blank rows or columns in the table. Blank table cells can mislead a user into thinking that there
is no more content in the table. Use a simple table structure Sheet tabs have meaningful names. Sheets in the
workbook do not include descriptive information and there are blank sheets. Avoid the use of repeated blank
characters. There are runs of blank spaces, tabs, or carriage returns. Spaces, tabs, and empty paragraphs often
are read as blanks by assistive technology. Avoid unnecessary spaces, tabs or character returns. The contrast
between text and background colors is not sufficient. People with low vision often find it hard to read text that
does not contrast with the background. Or, use a color contrast checker. Tips When there is content that people
with disabilities can understand but that could be better organized or could be presented in a way that can
improve their experience, you see a tip. Closed captions are included for inserted video and transcripts are
included for audio. Without transcripts or captioning, the information in a video or audio segment may be
entirely lost to people with disabilities. Add closed captioning to video and create a transcript for audio. The
reading order of a slide presentation is logical. Slides do not appear in a logical order. Assistive technology
reads slides and the elements on them in the specified order. Set the reading order of slide contents. Slide titles
in a deck are unique. Non-blank slides do not have unique titles. Users rely on titles to know where they are in
the deck and to navigate the deck. Use unique slide titles or hide a slide title. No image watermarks are used.
There are no watermarks present. Watermarks might be misunderstood as being part of the main content on
the page and could cause confusion. Avoid the use of watermarks. All headings are in the correct order.
Headings do not follow a logical order. To preserve tab order and to make it easier for screen readers to read
your documents, use a logical heading order and the built-in formatting tools. And organize the information in
your documents into small chunks. Ideally, each heading is followed by only a few paragraphs.
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2: Office basics - video training - Office
Hello Techyv friends, One of my South Indian friend asked me for Study Material of MS office in his mother tongue
Telugu. If anyone can find me MS Office Telugu material PDF, Please do the needful for forwarding it to me.

This article covers links to some of the best free online Microsoft Office training courses and materials and
can be considered a resource, to aid the learning of MS Office, at your pace, from anywhere in the world. Free
online Microsoft Office training courses What could be the best option than to learn the software from the
developers of the software? Microsoft offers plenty of courses that enable you to learn Office related software
online. You can learn at your pace. The courses are available as text and as webcasts that you can view and
take notes. Different courses are available online for different apps in Microsoft Office. Also, there are
different courses for different versions of Microsoft Office â€” from Office onwards. You can learn office or
or , depending upon what version you are using. You can also opt to get certified by taking online tests at a
small fee. The courses are free, but when you register to take an exam so that you can get a certification, you
will have to pay some fee related to the exam you are taking. These certificates come from Microsoft and
hence are considered better than any other type of certificates. Read about the benefits of Microsoft
certifications in our article at The Windows Club. It explains how you gain an edge over others with a
Microsoft Certification. Learn Office from Microsoft Partners Next, to getting trained at your own pace using
the tutorials and webinars present on the Microsoft Office training website, the best method is to get enrolled
with a Microsoft partner who can offer you online training. Microsoft partners are individuals or institutions
that have people trained vigorously in different fields of Microsoft Office. They have tools and book material
that other institutions cannot lay their hands on. These help you with training better. Not all Microsoft
Learning Partners may be able to provide you with online training. You can â€” however â€” find out a
Microsoft Learning Partner who can train you on online Microsoft Office training courses. They will charge
for training and for providing you with the training material. Then you can opt for examinations from
Microsoft. At the end of training, you can opt to get a certification from the partner institution or from the
Microsoft itself. It makes you stand out of the crowd and gives your resume, the boost it requires for landing
you up with a decent job. Learn about Microsoft Learning Partners here. Some of these websites impart
training upon registration, and some offer direct training. You may or may not be charged for training, but you
will certainly have to pay a fee if you decide to go for certification. Some of these noteworthy online
Microsoft Office Training resources are: There are still many websites that offer free and paid training for
Microsoft Office products but since you would want to get a good career, try and get a certificate from a
well-known institution, if not directly from Microsoft.
3: Office Training Center - Office Support
Whether you're new to Office or simply want to refresh your skills, you're in the right place. Our lessons offer a mix of
text, video, interactives, and challenges to practice what you learn.

4: Microsoft Office Products for Students
Take our Free classes at www.enganchecubano.com This class covers Microsoft Office basics for the Windows
operating system.

5: Office for IT resources | Office | Microsoft
The Office Training Center Bill of Materials provides a searchable list of all learning assets for Office and Office Search
on the list by title, product, asset types, or work place scenarios.
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6: Microsoft Office Training | Training Materials | 30 Bird
The article provides links to best free online Microsoft Office training materials, manuals, courses and resources so that
you can study at home.

7: Microsoft Online IT Training | Microsoft Learning
Office for IT I T. Explore technical resources that help you administer Office Whether you're an experienced IT I T Pro or
just getting started, find events, programs, and services to configure, manage, and monitor the services effectively.

8: Microsoft Office Training Materials for IT Trainers | Office
Microsoft Office Training Materials. Customizable MS Office training courses for IT Trainers. A complete library of
Microsoft Office course materials containing everything you need to deliver your computer training courses including
Microsoft Office and Windows

9: Home - Office UI Fabric
Microsoft Office Training Materials and Windows 10 Courseware Samples from Cheltenham Courseware.
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